Fig 1. Treat the injured claw as required

• Extremely quick, easy application
• Flexible EVA foam block is soothing to the hoof
• Block fits right or left claw
• Stays on for up to 14 days
• Kit includes blocks, glue, rasp & gloves for 10 treatments
Walkease
WALKEASE PROCEDURES
Prepare the Hoof

Fig 2. Use the Walkease Rasp to prepare the
adjacent hoof for gluing

#9417027186173 ................. Large Kit - 10pk
#9417027181758 .....................................Glue
#213893 ................Large Blocks- 20pk - Blue

1. Treat the injured claw as needed
2. Use the Walkease Rasp to prepare adjacent claw with a flat, clean and dry surface for blocking

Apply the Walkease Block
1. Gloves must be worn to prevent glue adhering to your hands
2. Apply glue sparingly to the block (max 2ml); do not use excessive glue
3. Immediately press block firmly onto the prepared clean, dry claw
Fig 3. Apply glue sparingly to the Walkease Block

4. After about 10 seconds of steady pressure, you will feel the block “grab” (possibly longer in
colder weather)
5. Immediately lower hoof so the animal puts weight on it to complete the bond
WALKEASE TIPS
• The claw must be dry with a new clean surface for optimal adhesion of the block. We
recommend using the Walkease Rasp (also clean and dry) to finish the hoof surface even if using
a grinder or other cutting tool to prepare the hoof. The Walkease Rasp provides the correct flat,
clean and dry surface for the Walkease Glue and Block to adhere to.
• Handle the Walkease Block carefully ensuring the gluing face is kept perfectly clean and dry. If
accidentally contaminated, it can be washed with hot water and detergent, or with alcohol, then
dried completely before using.

Fig 4. Press the block firmly onto the healthy claw,
overlapping the hoof wall

• The block should overhang the hoof wall by 2 or 3mm. This will give support under the hoof
wall where most load bearing is required.
• The animal’s weight is important for the Walkease Glue & Block to bond effectively. Lower
the foot before the glue has completely set. Excess glue will be squeezed out improving the
adhered area for a stronger bond.
• In colder weather the bond time may increase. Give the animal a few minutes to stand on the
block before releasing from the chute.
• Trim excess block outside the outer edge of the hoof after the animal’s weight has completed
the bonding process to reduce risk of catching.

Fig 5. Quickly drop the leg for the cow to put
weight on the Walkease Block

